Peripheral influences on the central pattern-rhythm generator for tongue movements in the rat.
Rhythmic activity in the tongue and other oral muscles was evoked by mechanical stimulation of the hard palate in ketamine-anaesthetized rats. The relation between neural discharges of single hypoglossal motoneurones and activity in the masseter and anterior digastric muscle, and stimulus parameters was analysed. By varying the stimulus parameters, hypoglossal-motoneurone activity was modulated from phasic reflex activity into rhythmic activity. The tongue and other recorded muscles are likely to be controlled by the same pattern-rhythm generator, when rhythmic activity is induced by palatal stimulation. Exteroceptive oral stimuli can activate the tongue pattern-rhythm generator independently of proprioceptive feedback. Proprioceptive input from oral structures influenced the burst duration of rhythmic hypoglossal motoneurone activity. The cycle duration and the number of discharges/burst, however, was not affected by proprioceptive input. The hypoglossal-motoneurone pool may be influenced by more than one pattern-rhythm generator because the burst characteristics of rhythmically-firing hypoglossal motoneurones depend upon stimulus conditions. These hypoglossal pattern-rhythm generators have possible hierarchic relations because a shift from one burst pattern into another can be evoked by changing stimulus conditions. The pattern-rhythm generators for oral movements may be composed of a neural-pattern generator and a neural-rhythm generator, which can be modulated separately by peripheral inputs.